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INTRODUCTION

Over the years the size of particle accelerators used for

researching the physical laws of matter have grown in size, maximum

energy and cost. Machines of greater energy are necessary because

experiments carried out at existing facilities continually push

physicists to higher and higher energies in an effort to better

understand the nucleus of atoms. When accelerators of high enough

energy are available, experimenters can then isolate the basic

building blocks of nature, hopefully understand what matter is,

which will lead science to now unimagined vistas.

Today, virtually all particle accelerators in design or under

construction are based upon superconducting technology to gain the

high magnetic field strengths necessary for higher energy machines.

The advantages that superconductivity has to offer are many but two

are outstanding. Small compact conductors capable of current

densities of greater than 2800 A/mm2 are available, making possible

field strengths of up tc six times that previously available from

conventional copper magnets. In addition, since superconductors

lose all electrical resistance at design temperature, even the

relatively high initial capital expense of magnets and helium

refrigeration plants are soon paid off in reduced long term

operating costs. Designing an efficient and reliable superconduct-

ing magnet system is, however, not a simple task. Brookhaven has

been in the business of researching and developing superconducting

magnets and allied devices for the past twenty years. Progress is

slow but continues in a positive direction.



Presently, BNL work on superconducting magnets centers mainly

on the development of 17 meter length dipoles for the Superconduct-

ing Super Collider Project, approved for construction at Waxahatch-

ie, Texas and 9.7 meter dipoles and quadrupoles (Fig. 1) for the

Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider, a BNL project to start construc-

tion next year. This paper will discuss the role of composites in

the manufacture of magnets, their operational requirements in

cryogenic and radiation environments, and the benefits derived from

their use.

PLUSES AND MINUSES

Epoxy composites and filled thermoplastics are finding more

uses in R&D and production of superconducting magnets because

welding and machining stainless steel is expensive and savings

found in lower cost polymer replacements is of supreme importance

during these economically difficult times. The replacement of

metals with polymers, however, must be well engineered to take

advantage of their unique mechanical and physical properties while

insuring ample design margin. Polymers are unique because the

properties of commercially available resins cover a broader range

than metals and by adding reinforcement materials the engineer can

essentially tune their characteristics to yield a material with

desired properties. Usually a subset of properties listed below

are of interest to the engineer so that the design can be optimized

from room through the helium (4K) temperature range for his

intended use.



Mechanical Strength and Modulus

Electrical Breakdown

Thermal Conductivity

Coefficient of Friction

Radiation Resistance

Creep

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

But before the engineer can select a resin or design a

composite, low temperature data must be available. It doesn't take

much research of available literature and manufacturer data sheets

before one realizes that low temperature information is essentially

nonexistent for all but some of the most common epoxy glass or

carbon reinforced composites. Lack of basic data then forces one

to contract for data services or construct specialized equipment.

In any case, the process of getting basic information is difficult,

causes delays and generally adds to the frustration level. We are

fortunate at Brookhaven that low temperature testing is available

for most parameters and when not, we construct specialized

equipment to obtain the data.

After one has some experience with polymers at low tempera-

ture, some time can be saved by a process of educated guessing.

Mechanical properties of polymers increase 50% or more at helium

temperature compared to room temperature as a rule, and thermal

contraction and conductivity seem to have similar curve shapes to

low temperatures. This helps with material selection but should



be followed by tests, on the actual material and later the

completed design, down to helium temperature.

MAGNET COILS

The heart of the magnet system is the superconducting cable

that is wound to produce a magnet of the desired field strength and

uniformity. Field strength is a function of design current and

the number of turns while the uniformity of field depends mainly

upon conductor placement. Coil assemblies are manufactured in half

sections. For RHIC, a single layer magnet design, two coil halves

are used whereas for the two layer SSC magnet, four are needed.

The conductor (Fig.2) is electrically insulated with a spiral

wrap of 1 mil Kapton with a 50% overlap followed by a single layer

of 4 mil fiberglass tape impregnated with B-stage epoxy. The

Kapton wrap protects from turn to turn shorts and insulates the

coil from ground. When a superconducting dipole magnet is

energized the stored energy in its field is typically in the l

megajoule range. If the magnet quenches (goes resistive) (Fig. 3)

the stored field energy generates large voltages which the Kapton

must contain. Typical values for superconducting magnets are 70

volts turn to turn and 1000 volts to ground. Kapton has two other

properties which make it an ideal choice for cable insulation. The

coil is in an area of the highest possible radiation exposure since

the coils are wrapped around the beam tube. Fortunately, Kapton

(polyimide) is known to be one of the most highly radiation

resistant polymers available. Kapton also has a low coefficient

of friction which has a direct bearing on the maximum field



strength of the magnet. As the magnet is energized, magnetic

forces on the conductor cause it to move slightly. Motion causes

heat spikes via friction and it has been shown that letting the

conductor slip against Kapton yields magnets with higher ultimate

fields as opposed to bonding the conductor to the insulating tape.

Fiberglass tape is wrapped around the Kapton insulated cable

with zero spacing between turns. The cable is then wound on a

precision convex mandrel and cured at 150°C for a 100 minute period

in a hydraulically operated, oil heated curing press. Special care

is taken during the curing process to insure uniformity of coil

dimensions by adjustment of mold closure stop shims. After curing,

the coil is rigid and dimensionally stable which minimizes handling

problems.

Once coils are produced they are assembled on the beam tube.

The beam tube is wrapped with Kapton for additional electrical

insulation and in the double layer SSC design, teflon is laid

between coils to reduce inter coil friction. The coils are then

surrounded by clamping iron collars which compress the coil

assemblies to achieve the required 4 Kpsi compression load at

operating temperature. A stainless steel shell is then fitted

around the iron which becomes the containment for the helium

coolant gas that will flow through the magnet in an axial direc-

tion. This completed assembly is often referred to as a "cold

mass".



THE CRY05TAT

The cryostat houses the "cold mass" and includes a support

system to hold the magnet in a known position inside the vacuum

tank and heat shield(s) plus insulation to minimize heat leak from

room to helium temperature.

Early cryostat designs (Fig. 4) utilized fiberglass straps

which supported the "cold mass" in a hanging position inside the

vacuum tank. Heat leak was low but assembly of the "cold mass"

into the vacuum vessel and adjustment of the position of magnetic

center proved very difficult and time consuming.

Fermilab engineers designed an improved cryostat for SSC use

(Fig. 5) based upon different principles. Since they were

restricted by SSC tunnel height, they developed a compact post

(Fig. 6) to support the "cold mass". It's based upon a reentrant

design which yields ample mechanical strength, reduced overall

height while preserving a long thermal path to the warm outside

world. Post design consists of thin wall concentric G-11CR and

carbon fiber tubes as the support elements; carbon fiber chosen for

the colder section because it has slightly less thermal conductivi-

ty than G-11CR at low temperatures. Fastening to high strength

composites is always a problem, for the fasteners are usually the

limiting factor in ultimate load carrying capability. This design

utilizes shrink fitted rings to clamp the tube ends which, when

properly constructed, enable one to use the full potential of the

material.



Positional accuracy of the center of the magnetic field is

based upon the tolerance stack up of the post and other parts that

support the "cold mass". Good QA will manage the margin of these

errors and a final check after installation of the magnet will

insure proper positioning has been obtained.

Refrigerated heat shields, one in RHIC and two in the ssc

design, occupy the vacuum space between the warm vacuum tank and

the 4 K cold mass to absorb thermal radiation from room temperature

levels. This radiative heat load is by far the greatest percentage

of the total and is usually taken at a temperature below 100 K.

The shields and cold mass are wrapped with reflective aluminized

Mylar film and spacer material. Blankets of - 20 insulation layers

are prefabricated to ease handling problems. One blanket is used

for "cold mass" insulation while two to three prove sufficient for

the higher temperature shields.

The real advantage of the post type cryostat can be realized

during cold mass installation. An assembly stand is utilized, to

position the "cold mass" outside the vacuum tank on the posts.

Here it is in broad view and easy to insulate making sure all seams

and ends are well sealed to infrared radiation. The shield(s) are

assembled and insulated in similar fashion. When complete the

whole assembly, supported on the posts, is pulled into the vacuum

tank to the proper position and bolted in place assuring high

quality insulation efficiency and accurate positioning.

Assembly of the earlier strap type cryostat is more difficult.

The "cold mass" and shields are slid into the vacuum tank as an



assembly and lifted to connect the straps to adjustable trunions

through flanged "port holes" in the vacuum vessel. Working through

side holes for "cold mass" position adjustment and assuring quality

insulation at closure has proven to be difficult.

Much of the design of the RHIC cryostat (Fig. 7) was borrowed

from the ssc but with some modifications to reduce costs. RHIC uses

the same folded post scheme (Fig. 8) but is simplified by the need

of only one heat shield instead of two as used by the SSC and three

support posts instead of five. The folded post is a mature, proven

design, able to meet all requirements except for the possibility

of an axial pneumatic dynamic force of 12,500 pounds, present under

some unique upset conditions. Fermilab engineers met this

requirement by attaching carbon fiber tubes (Fig. 9) between posts

to distribute the total load among the supports. The carbon

reinforced material has zero thermal contraction down to helium

temperature so as to not pre-stress the supports. RHIC design

utilizes fiberglass straps (Fig. 10) that connect from the center

of the "cold mass" through the heat shield to warm anchors at the

two outer legs. The RHIC design is less expensive but has a higher

heat load because the straps go through the shield and connect room

to helium temperature.

A number of cryostats have been constructed of both the SSC

and RHIC design and all seem to meet technical design criteria.

RHIC cryostats, in production quantities, are estimated to cost -

$28,000/unit after some considerable cost reduction efforts. We

would like to reduce the costs further, to around $20,000/unit.



Upon review of component costs, if one could come up with a

stronger post, which could be simpler in design and relieve the

need of the axial restraint straps, we could meet our goal. This

simpler post would have to meet the thermal heat leak and the

increased mechanical stress requirements as well; not an easy task.

Work began in this direction about a year ago and after an

extensive materials search, Ultem 2100 engineering thermoplastic

was tentatively selected. Ultem 2100 has good mechanical proper-

ties, about 20% of G-11CR thermal conduction (Fig. 11) , good

radiation resistance and is the first member of the polyimide

family that can be molded in large sections without infinite

difficulty. The reduced thermal conduction of the material

permitted the post to be constructed from two cylinders (Fig. 12)

with the shield bolted between flanges. Testing of models has

shown that the Ultem design is at present as strong as the folded

post and could be a direct replacement.

However, we decided to go a step further and replace the

stainless steel support hat with polymer as well (Fig. 13). This

increases the thermal length and will permit us to simplify the

heat shield design and increase both the diameter and wall

thickness of the support to meet the axial stress requirements.

This modification will bring the cost of the cryostat down to the

$20,000/unit level.

RADIATION RESISTANCE

A word about the radiation resistance of polymetric materials

is necessary. A search through journals reveals a goodly amount



of data on radiation resistance of plastics and composites.

Information includes data from ultraviolet, Xray, gamma electro-

magnetic energy and usually electron particle exposure. Radiation

induced chemical effects include ionization of the atom when an

electron(s) are removed and free radical formation which occurs

when a covalent bond is broken. Chemical reactions follow which

include reduction of molecular weight, an increase in cross link

density, brittleness and formation of gaseous products. At low

temperatures chemical reaction is retarded and only upon warmup

will the ensuing reactions take place. Also material damage is

amplified in the presence of oxygen as opposed to inert gas or

vacuum environments.

Radiation doses for the RHIC machine, over a twenty year

period, is not expected to exceed 10srad (103Gy). At these levels

most materials, even elastomers, will survive but the SSC case is

another matter. Dose accumulation over a 30 year life is expected

to reach 109rad (107Gy) . Here one must be careful to choose the

more radiation resistant of design materials. In material

selection one can start with available data. In general the best

materials are usually superior for all types of radiation. But a

word of caution is in order. A rad or Gy is a measure of total

energy deposited in a material and says nothing about the mechanism

of damage. Electromagnetic energy effects only electronic levels

of atoms whereas neutral or charged high energy particles can

effect the nucleus as well. Therefore, a rad of electromagnetic

energy does not necessarily damage the material in the same way as
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a rad of protons, so polymer materials should always be tested by

exposure in conditions similar to those expected in service.

CONCLUSIONS

RHIC and SSC magnets and cryostats have come a long way

towards meeting their ultimate design goals by employing good

engineering and a bit of art. Working prototypes have been

developed and designed to meet specifications for stress, heat

leak, radiation damage and stability over the life of the machines.

But work is not over until one is convinced that the final version

is as cost effective as possible.

In working towards this goal we will continue to reassess our

design and look for new materials and manufacturing methods.
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F i g . 1 . RHIC HALF CELL
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superconducting
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Schematic Drawing of 23-strand Superconducting Cable.
The Cable is Approximately 9.3 mm Wide.
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